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▶ major requirement; fundamental skills for coders; and for coding interviews

CIS 313 is about:

▶ Tools and methods to analyze programs (codes): prove its correctness, calculate its performance, ......
▶ in the context of fundamental data structures. Get familiar with data structures as well!
▶ CIS 315 is in the context of fundamental algorithms.
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- **Active in-class participation (5%)**: reward students asking and answering questions. Attending labs is mandatory.

- **Homework and Labs (40%)**: 5 written assignments (10% bonus) and 3 lab assignments. 8 in total, 5% each, work load 1 per week. No assignment due on Week 1 and Week 5 (for midterm).

- **Exams: midterm (25%) tentative date 02/08/16, final (30%) 03/16/16.** One review lecture for each exam.

Lectures

- Slides and notes will be posted at the course website after class.

- Reading assignment: different reading requirements. Make good use of the textbook.
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Week 1 Arrangement

Office hours

▶ Wu: M 1:15pm - 2:45pm
▶ More TBD. available soon!

Labs

▶ No lab. No physical appearance required.
▶ You are expected to get familiar with Java if you haven’t done so. References at the course website (also in email announcements).
▶ Your lab leader will hold office hours instead, at the lab time and at his office, if you have any questions.
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Experimental Study: drawbacks

▶ Limited input cases; need good test data.
▶ Hard to compare efficiency between algorithms due to hardware and software environments.
▶ One needs to do the coding!

Ideal Analytical Framework

▶ Take into account all possible cases.
▶ Compare efficiency between algorithms independent of hardware and software environments.
▶ Need only high-level descriptions.
High-level descriptions: pseudo-codes

Example: algorithm 1.2 in Chapter 1.1.1

Algorithm: arrayMax(A,n):

Input : An array A storing $n \geq 1$ integers.
Output : The maximum elements in A.

$\textit{currentMax} \leftarrow A[0]$
for $i \leftarrow 1$ to $n - 1$ do
    if $\textit{currentMax} < A[i]$ then
        $\textit{currentMax} \leftarrow A[i]$
    end if
end for
return $\textit{currentMax}$
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- An arithmetic operation (+); Calling and returning from a method; ......

Pros and Cons

Pros: only need to count the number of primitive operations.

Cons: model-specific (input encoding, OS, ...); exact number is too labor-intense and unnecessary.

Caution: (×) a primitive operation?
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Definition (Big-O)

Given $f, g : \mathbb{N} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^+$, $f(n)$ is $O(g(n))$ if $\exists$ constant $c > 0$ and $n_0 \in \mathbb{N}$ such that

$$f(n) \leq cg(n), \forall n \geq n_0.$$ 

$f(n)$ is big-Oh of $g(n)$ (or, order $g(n)$).
Big-O

Examples

- $20n^3 + 10n \log n + 5$ is $O(n^3)$? $O(n^2)$? $O(n^4)$?
- $3 \log n + \log \log n$ is $O(\log n)$? $O(n)$? $O(n^{0.000001})$?
- $2^{2^{100}}$ is $O(1)$? $2^{2^{100}}n$ is $O(n)$?
- $5/n$ is $O(1/n)$? $O(1/\sqrt{n})$? $O(1/n^{1.5})$? $O(1)$?
- By definition and/or by rules in Theorem 1.7.

Common Orders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>logarithmic</th>
<th>linear</th>
<th>quadratic</th>
<th>polynomial</th>
<th>exponential</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$O(\log n)$</td>
<td>$O(n)$</td>
<td>$O(n^2)$</td>
<td>$O(n^k)(k \geq 1)$</td>
<td>$O(a^n)(a \geq 1)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>